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Are you bright enough to shine despite the darkness?
The White Wolf and The Darkness is an exciting debut novel from up and coming
author Kevin Gubernatis. It’s an adult science fiction/fantasy/horror, set a thousand years
into the future, when magic fuels all technology and humankind has spread out amongst
the stars. The Covenant of Earth Nations has lost contact with Dark Star Station, a deep
space research facility orbiting a primordial black hole, and has sent Asala, a magician and
warrior, along with a team of COEN Corps commandos to the station to find out what’s
wrong. The novel is a space epic where the supernatural and the scientific live together in
harmony, the heart of the story is full of action, and characters demonstrate thoughtful
creativity. The Soul Star Galaxy is a class of its own, combining supernatural and occult
themes with a dark atmospheric setting along with a hopeful and confident look at the
future, crafting a vast and inspiring universe of adventure and wonder.

Asala and her team of specialist commandos are prepared for any situation
involving entities both supernatural and mundane.
They’ve been sent to check on the silent Dark Star research station.
A presence waits in the shadows, hungry and curious.
Can Asala confront this terror and keep her team alive,
or will she and all those in her charge fall victim to….The Darkness?
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Kevin Gubernatis is the creator of the Soul Star Galaxy, a future that might be, full of supernatural
and very human sagas. He has been making up stories since he was a small child, and finally put
pen to paper to share the tale of The White Wolf and The Darkness. He lives with his creative wife
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